Ryarsh Primary School

RYARSH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

Oliver
Koala Class
Oliver has enjoyed a really fantastic term in Koala class and it is with great pride we
award him with the excellence award for this term.
There have been some wonderful improvements to Oliver’s learning behaviours this
term. He is much more engaged in his learning and takes an increasingly positive
attitude towards the challenges he faces. He is developing a real ‘can do’ attitude
towards school and this is making a world of difference. His improved work ethic has
been really impressive and has undoubtedly contributed towards his ongoing
success. Oliver is really gaining some great momentum with his learning, realising
that success through learning often leads to future successes.
Oliver has a real strength in the way he presents his learning. He is often able to use
a variety of creative ways to show us his learning and has a real ‘out of the box’
approach to demonstrate what he is thinking. Our forest school sessions really
highlighted Oliver’s strength in problem solving. He always seems to come up with
solutions that even the adults haven't considered! His unique approach was on
show in recent science and art lessons. In science, he produced some amazing
visual representations of the water cycle. In art, Oliver used water colours to achieve
different tones and textures when painting a tree.
Finally, It is impossible not to mentions Oliver’s fantastic reading progress this term. He
has been working tirelessly both in school and at home to become a much better
reader. Not only is Oliver much more fluent with his reading but he is really working
hard to improve his comprehension skills too. He takes on feedback from all adults
and is really determined to improve his learning.
Overall, it has been an amazing term for Oliver and we are sure that he will continue
to impress us all! Well done Oliver!
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